The paper deals with certain functional-analytic aspect of the presheaf VM of generalized functions (being interchangeably called distributions) considered on arbitrary smooth n-manifold M. The generalized functions themselves are introduced (in § 1) by means of a known explicit definition-as collections of "compatible" ordinary distributions, each given on the charts of some C°°-atlas on M.
The analytical aspect mentioned, viz. considering VM as a sheaf of HausdorfF topological C-vectors spaces, needs a general point of view of sheaves rather than as presheaves (of sets or abelian groups) subject to the existence and uniqueness conditions. We consider instead presheaves (on topological spaces) with values in arbitrary category and, accordingly, a sheaf criterion formulated as an equalizer condition. The relevant definitions are recalled and then applied to the presheaf of distributions in § 2.
This viewpoint also refers to the presheaf isomorphisms which are specified (in § 3) so as to be in consistency with the C°°-structure on M. As an application, the sheaf VM of distributions on M is shown to be locally isomorphic (in the specified sense) with that of distributions on R n , considered as sheaves of topological vector spaces.
i. We first introduce the generalized functions on an arbitrary smooth n-manifold. The definition accepted is essentially based on the next two lemmas whose proof can be found in ([4] § 6.3). Henceforth Q will denote a non-empty open set in R n . i.e. the coarsest topology such that each map ity is continuous.
(Ui) : T ^ cp*(T) (pull-back of T) coinciding with the composition of functions g o ip whenever T = 56 C°(U2)-Moreover, it holds
for any / £ C0°°(i7i) that (<p'(T),f) = (TJt), where ft = (f o <p~l). | detZV" 1 ! € C?(U2).
PROPOSITION. For a manifold M and any open set U in M, the space T>M(U) of distributions on U is a Hausdorff topological vector space.
The proof is straightforward from the definitions.
2. We now proceed with the sheaf (or else, localization) properties of the distributions on a C°°-manifold. For the reader's convenience, we recall some necessary facts about category-valued sheaves (cf. [5] Ch. X). 
We admit that the categories in consideration are complete, i.e. they all have products and equalizers. This holds, in particular, for any concrete category K, viz. whose objects are sets with additional structure and the morphisms are structure-preserving maps.
Then, a presheaf F on X (also denoted as Apply now the latter definition to some concrete categories. When K is the category Set (or Ab), the equalizer criterion means that F(U) bijects with the subset of Ila^X^c") on w^i ch A and \L coincide. This is equivalent to the known requirements for existence and uniqueness of the locally defined sections ( [5] Ch. X).
When F is a presheaf with values in Top, the equalizer criterion is that K is a homeomorphic embedding ([6] § 2). Hence, this condition for a presheaf in Top (or VTop of topological vector spaces) is equivalent to the existence and uniqueness conditions together with the requirement for a subspace topology of F(U) induced by K. Finally, in the full subcategory Top 2 of Hausdorff (T2) spaces (with the same morphisms as in Top) the equalizer condition amounts to K being a closed embedding map [6] .
A basic example is the presheaf C r on J?, for any r £ {0,1,..., 00}, which is a sheaf of C-algebras. Although the space Co°(R n ) of test-functions does not raise a sheaf (for the non-local character of the requirement for compact support), the presheaf V of distributions on i? is nonetheless a sheaf with values in VTop 2 . This latter fact may be thought of as belonging to the mathematical folklore on the subject, yet we have proposed a proof of it in [2] , based on Definitions 2.1. Now we consider the distributions on a manifold as a presheaf with values in VTop 2 . on U\V.
Proposition. T>M IS a presheaf of topological C-vector spaces.
Proof. Taking into account 1.5 and (1), it is direct to show that any 7Zuv is C-linear restriction morphism. As for their continuity, it holds in view of 1.4 and (1): (2) iry o TZuv = R-u Vi 0 on for any i G I.
Here the l.h.s. is continuous map for the r.h.s. is composition of such maps. Thus 7Zuv is continuous since so is any composition with the maps 7Ty-generating the topology ([3] § 1.4). Now the following assertion summarizes the sheaf properties of the distributions on a C°°-manifold M.
Proposition. T>m is a sheaf of Hausdorff topological C-vector spaces.
The proof will be given in § 4.
3i Furthermore, it is advisable to clear the connection of the sheaf T>M on a C°°-manifold M with the sheaf V of distributions on R n . We first recall how the morphisms of presheaves on different base spaces are defined, given a map between the bases (cf. [7] ). for any open U' C U.) If X is moreover a smooth n-manifold M and Y is an open subset Q, on R n , then we can specify further this definition so as to be in consistency with the C°°-structure on M.
DEFINITION.
Let M be an n-manifold with a C°°-atlas £», and F, G be presheaves on M, Q, respectively. We shall say that F is modelled on G if, for any chart (M u 
This obviously extends the above definition, so we shall call such presheaves locally isomorphic and write F ~ G.
We now return to the sheaf T>m of distributions on a manifold M.
PROPOSITION. If M is a given manifold with a C°°-atlas then V M~D .
Proof. We are to show that for any (M,-,<y?,) G $ there is an invertible : T ^ <p\(T). This is a linear continuous map according to 1.1 since ip l is a difFeomorphic map. Moreover, is bijective map between Vm(U) and T>(U). Its inverse map (ip-) -1 = it\j and therefore is continuous by 1.4. Finally, the consistency with the restriction morphisms holds, in view of (2). Thus T>m and V are shown to be locally ^-isomorphic as sheaves of topological vector-spaces.
Moreover, we conjecture that a "functorial" property of the local isomorphisms in consideration holds that, whenever there is a global diffeomorphic map / : M -• N between smooth n-manifolds, then the respective sheaves of distributions Vm, T>n are /-isomorphic "in a whole". Finally, we note that all these properties may be expected also with respect to the sheaf Qm of the algebras of Colombeau generalized functions on a smooth manifold M, that include the distributions (cf. is open, and hence the embedding map K is proved to be closed.
